The nature of the optical emission of the southern "anomalous arms" of the spiral galaxy NGC 4258 is investigated. High-resolution spectral scans at Ha have been obtained with a Fabry-Pérot spectrometer. No spectral line was detected, indicating that the emission of these arms is probably mostly continuum. A search for high optical polarization with polarizing filters and a photon-counting camera resulted in an upper polarization limit of 5% (1 σ), eliminating synchrotron radiation as an important contribution to the optical emission of the arms. It remains to be established whether the optical anomalous arms are made of late-type stars or perhaps emitters of nonthermal continuum.
I. Introduction
The giant Sbc or SBbc spiral galaxy NGC 4258 (M 106) displays several unusual optical and radio characteristics which makes it a rather peculiar object recognized as such long ago by Seyfert (1943) . One of its most puzzling features is a set of amorphous "arms," visible on high-contrast optical pictures ( Fig. 1 ) commonly referred to as the "anomalous arms." Although there appears to be a weak northern counterpart (visible only on a wide-band filtergram), the brighter southern anomalous arms show a more dramatic behavior. They originate from very close to the nucleus, and after running out radially a few arc min, they suddenly bend in the trailing direction of the normal arms. Despite several detailed studies, the exact nature of the anomalous arms remains uncertain.
This peculiar feature of the galaxy was discovered by Comtés and Cruvellier (1961) on high contrast Ha filtergrams obtained with a focal reducer. Its radio discovery in the continuum was made by van der Kruit, Oort, and Mathewson (1972) . An extensive spectroscopic study of NGC 4258 was subsequently carried out by van der Kruit (1974) who devoted large parts of his discussion to the anomalous arms. Probably because of its peculiar radio morphology showing two wide, open arm-like features that have different orientation and pitch angle than the normal spiral arms, several radio studies have been devoted to NGC 4258. In particular, the works of van Albada (1978 Albada ( , 1980a and of his Dutch coworkers have greatly advanced our knowledge of the galaxy. Radio continuum observations have also been published by van 0 Guest Investigators at the Ganada-France-Hawaii Telescope.
der Kruit, et al. (1972) , 21-cm continuum; by de Bruyn (1977), 6-cm and 47-cm continuum; and by van Albada and van der Hülst (1982), 21-cm continuum and polarization. The ends of the radio arms show a high degree of polarization while the more central parts have no detected polarization; this recalls the radio morphology observed in the edge-on spiral galaxy NGC 3079 (Duric et al. 1983) .
Although the Η ι velocity field does not appear clearly correlated with the anomalous arms (van Albada 1978 , the more complex Ha velocity field is influenced by them (van der Kruit 1974) . Models have been proposed to explain the anomalous arms, mostly based on the idea of nuclear ejections of gas clouds into the rotating gas disk or coronal disk of NGC 4258; see van Albada and van der Hülst (1982) for references and comparative evaluation of these models. Nevertheless, the ambiguous nature of the anomalous arms still remains. In particular, it is not clear if the optical emission of these arms is mostly line emission due to ionized gas, continuum from stars or even synchrotron radiation. This paper presents narrow-band imagery and spectral observations of the southern anomalous arms of NGC 4258, obtained with a high-resolution Fabry-Pérot spectrometer, and results of a polarization investigation done with polarizing filters. The aim of the study is to circumscribe the nature of the optical emission of the anomalous arms. (Boulesteix et al. 1983 ) on the CFH 3.60-meter telescope (sum of three exposures of 15 min each). The detector was the photon-counting camera COLIBRI. The anomalous arms are the smooth and amorphous arm-like feature going out south of the nucleus.
fact that the feature appears the most conspicuous in narrow-band fíltergrams was a good indicator. In his study of the velocity field of NGC 4258, van der Kruit (1974) used the Ha emission line. However, a close inspection of the spectra of the "northern and southern Ha arms" published by van der Kruit (his Fig. 10 ) shows spatially extended lines with little evidence of the anomalous arms. If Ha were strongly enhanced in the arms, the spectral lines would have a more ragged or discrete appearance wherever the slit crosses them. The emission lines in those spectra are probably mostly due to the diffuse galactic emission of the disk of NGC 4258.
The S/N of the anomalous arm spectrograms obtained by van der Kruit (1974; his Fig. 10 ) is low, but his spectrograms are most useful for comparison with our Ha and continuum filtergrams (Figs. 2 and 3 ). For example, let us examine spectrogram Q 3503 (slit across the southem anomalous arm) and Q4071 of the southern spiral arm where the bright feature enhanced in the continuum corresponds to the southernmost giant Η π region (lowest arrow in Figs. 2 and 3 ). Both spectrograms show the [S π] lines to be much weaker than Ha everywhere along the slit. Keeping in mind that the exposure time for Q4071 is twice the one for Q3503, we still see the Ha emission from the giant Η π region to be much stronger than that from the region of the anomalous arms; this is consistent with our Ha filtergram (Fig. 2) . The [S n] Jines are also much brighter in the H il region than at the anomalous arm location. Figure 3 (same as Fig. 1 ) is a filtergram (Δλ ^ 1.0 nm) centered in the continuum at 672.7 nm, close to the [S π] 671.7 nm line redshifted to 672.3 nm by the 300 km s _1 radial velocity characteristic of the southern anomalous arm. This filtergram shows the emission (average number of counts per pixel) in the anomalous arms to be equal to that in the giant Η π region. A slight leak of [S π] through the blue wing of the filter cannot explain the relatively high brightness of the arms; indeed such a leak would also affect the Η π region which would appear much brighter at [S π] than the anomalous arms. The above ratios can only be explained if the emission from the anomalous arms is mostly continuum.
Several continuum pictures of NGC 4258 exist. Why do not any of those show the anomalous arms? The arms are probably more conspicuous in the red making difficult their detection by photographic work at λ < 600 nm. Nevertheless Capaccioli (1973) has shown from blue and infrared photometry that "the very inner isophotes of the lens look swelled in the direction defined by the main anomalous arms. '' In order to verify how much flux is contributed by Ha line emission in the anomalous arms, we observed them with a large-aperture scanning Fabry-Pérot spectrometer on the 1.6-m telescope of the Mount Mégantic Observatory. The instrument has been described by Arsenault and Roy (1984) . Spectral resolution is about 15,000 at Ηα (Δλ ^ 0.044 nm). As a premonochromator, we used the same narrow-band (Δλ = 1.0 nm) interference filter used to obtain the filtergram of Figure 2 ; the filter was tilted to compensate for temperature and redshift in order to be tuned to the radial velocity typical of the southeastern portion of the galaxy, i.e., +300 km s -1 . The 0.8-arc-min diaphragm was offset from the nucleus, to the position where the southern anomalous arm splits in two parts.
Two hundred scans of 32 wavelength steps covering a free spectral range corresponding to 283 km s _1 were obtained for a total integration time of 200 seconds per wavelength step. No line profile was detected above the noise (5% of the continuum). Therefore it is unlikely that the light emitted by the anomalous arms is due mainly to Ha. It is more probably continuum light. One could object that large velocity dispersion (> 100 km s -1 ) would wash out the line profile in our Fabry-Pérot scans. However, if such extreme velocities were present they would show on van der Kruit's spectrograms.
The northern anomalous arm (Courtés and Cruvellier 1961) does not show on narrow-band filtergrams, probably because of its lower intensity, requiring a wider band filter to show up. Deharveng and Pellet (1970) were the first to mention the possibility of synchrotron radiation as the cause for the optical emission of the anomalous arms. We report here on the results of a search for highly (2^ 5%) polarized emission from NGC 4258 using a technique described in Craine, Duerr, and Tapia (1978) and in Borra and Corriveau (1984) .
III. The Polarization Observations
The observations consist of three images through polarizing filters mounted close to the focal plane of the Canada-France-Hawaii (CFH) focal reducer (/78 ^ //2). The latter gave a field of view of about 7 arc min at the Cassegrain focus of the CFH 3.60-meter telescope. The three polarizers were oriented at 0°, 60°, and 120° for the three successive exposures of 900 seconds, in order to derive the Stokes parameters. The detector was the photon-counting camera COLIBRI of the Observatoire de Marseille, designed and built by Boulesteix et al. (1983) . The camera was operated in its low-resolution mode of a 256 χ 256 pixel grid (at//2, one pixel ~ 1.5 arc sec). To insure correct centering of photon events, the counting rate must be kept below 40,000 counts s -1 . In order to remain in the safe dynamical range with the bright central part of the galaxy centered in the field, we used a narrow-band interference filter tuned to the continuum at 672.7 nm (Δλ ^ 1.0 nm); see Figure 1 .
To increase the S/A7, the images obtained in the three polarizations were smoothed by convolving the counts at each pixel with a Gaussian beam having a FWHM of 9 arc sec. Because the pictures were obtained just before twilight, a slight increase of the sky background was noticed in the second and third images; this background was subtracted. The pointing of the telescope was not changed between the exposures and a check on the three images show that they register within one pixel. Finally, the images were cut off at a low count level in order to reject areas with low S/N.
The three images were combined together to compute the Stokes parameters. No obvious polarization was detected, though we expected the linear polarizer method to be insensitive to a weak degree of polarization. In order to set an upper limit to the percentage of polarization, we computed the average polarization over an area of approximately 900 arc sec -2 centered on the anomalous arms and enclosing a large part of them. The per-centage of polarization was calculated following the equations of Serkowski (1962) for small values of polarization. A percentage of 3% ± 2% of polarization in the anomalous arm was computed. This value is small and is very likely of instrumental origin such as contributed by nonuniformities of the different polarizing filters and by counting statistics.
We also computed the mean polarization in a box of about 30 arc sec centered on the nucleus of NGC 4258. Using a diaphragm of 26 arc sec, Dombrovsky and Hagen-Thom (1968) had measured photoelectrically a 0.3% polarization. Our observations lead to a polarization of 5% ± 2%, but here again, we are probably affected by our less-sensitive and more noisy technique.
IV. Conclusion
Our Fabry-Pérot spectrometer and narrow-passband filtergram observations indicate that the light from the southern anomalous arms of NGC 4258 is mostly continuum. A search for highly polarized features characteristic of synchrotron radiation has resulted in a negative result; there is no large-scale feature showing significant optical polarization (> 3%-5%) in NGC 4258.
The anomalous arms could be made up of stars. Because the arms do not show the knotty structure of normal spirals, these stars would be late-type stars. Although our study puts more observational constraints on the nature of the anomalous arms, it probably makes their origin more puzzling. Further optical studies should concentrate on CCD photometry and spectroscopy of the anomalous arms. This would lead to clues about the distribution of the continuum. The shape of this continuum could reveal whether it originates from stars, from thermal bremsstrahlung radiation from a very hot gas (like in Wolstencroft, Tully, and Perley 1984) , or from some nonthermal process.
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